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I created the "Daily Praise Report" to enlighten,
encourage, and uplift. I need to share the
incredible backstories into the lives of people of
influence who will be truthful, transparent, and balanced
about their experiences. I'm most interested in those
who are willing to share some of their most private
struggles so that it can be a type of road map people can
draw inspiration from as they walk out life. The Lord can
work powerfully through this form of witnessing. 

In this report we
introduce three new
authors and their first
published work. On pg. 7
you will discover the book
entitled Restoring the
Honour of Marriage by
Apostle William Dawson,
pg. 9 the book Queen
with a Damaged Crown by
Shawna Seymore and on
pg. 10 How To Be A God-
Wife, Not Just A Good
Wife by author and
playwright April Young.
Each book now available
on all digital outlets
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Editor's Note

Editor-in-Chief & Creative Content
Director

Backstories from the experiences of accomplished
individuals willing to talk about how they keep on
living their best life in the face of great trials. Details of
significant setbacks and when they chose to get back in
the race. The steps they took to end self-defeating
behavior. Want to know how? Just keep on reading.
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HUMILITEE:  What was the name of your
first group?
 
LEJUENE:  Cedric and I put together our
first group called The Promise, it was
amazing. We only made one record it was a
great run and taught us a lot about the
business.
 
Listen to The Backstory Part 1 by clicking
the the YouTube button.

THE BACKSTORY 
PART 1

by Humilitee
Photo release by LeJuene Thompson

POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella

alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

HUMILITEE:  Take  us on a road trip and
share your incredible career backstory,
what kind of road trip was it?
 
LEJUENE: My earliest memories of singing I
think I was about five singing Michael
Jackson I Want To Be Where You Are
 
HUMILITEE: Who were some of the
influences in your life early on?
 
LEJUENE: I was introduced to pastor John
P. Kee as a kid and he took me on the road
with him. I did my first recording at age
twelve and from there I met Donald
Lawrence and later went on to tour with
him. D A I L Y  P R A I S E  R E P O R T   |    P G .  4

“They don't see the struggle,
they don't see the tears, they
don't see the moments you
want to quit and give up”

dailypraisetv

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i53adTFcJtc&t=27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i53adTFcJtc&t=27s
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HUMILITEE: Tell me
about your struggle with
mental illness?
 
LEJUENE: When I was a
teenager I tried to
commit suicide twice and
I had to see a therapist
which I am grateful for.
It's no different than high
blood pressure or sugar
diabetes. Mental illness is
also physical. Sometimes
you need medication to
help bring you back into
balance.
 
HUMILITEE: What has
this new freedom done
for you?
 
 

LEJUENE:  I have become
a mental health advocate
because I have had to live
through it. Overthinking,
feeling unworthy,
anxiety, self sabotaging
opportunities. So many
leaders are taking their
own lives. I thank God he
has given me the courage
and has blessed me to
survive. 
 
HUMILITEE: What
should be people
especially those in church
do when faced with
feelings of depression?
 
 

"We should be
able to say this is
what I'm dealing
with and not be
ashamed, I thank
God for giving me
the courage"
 
 The
Backstory
Part 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i53adTFcJtc&t=27s
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PASTOR RON
JOHNSON

CERTIFIED MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 

Delano Consulting - Chesterfield, VA

WHEN LIVE BECOMES
UNMANAGEABLE 

As a certified mental health counselor

pastor Ron's clients are men and

women in crisis. Often he is heavy at

work helping individuals who have

found themselves in difficult

circumstances and need a mental

health counselor as a resource when

life becomes unmanageable or a crisis

occurs. You can speak to "Pastor Ron"

LIVE in an upcoming broadcast in

December. Date and time TBA.

Daily Praise Report 
@elderrj

Senior Pastor at Kingdom
Pursuers International

https://www.instagram.com/elderrj/
https://www.instagram.com/elderrj/
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BOBBY JONES PRESENTS
featuring Apostle William M.

Dawson

on an upcoming episode. Date and time of

show is forthcoming. November 9th Dawson

traveled to Nashville to attend the scheduled

television taping and was greeted with local

support from those who follow his ministry.

The audience responded well to his words of

inspiration. Several people from the studio

audience purchased the book. Please visit

www.apostlewmd.com

Available on all digital outlets |  RESTORING THE HONOUR OF MARRIAGE. 

WILLIAM M.
DAWSON 
-AUTHOR-

https://www.amazon.com/Restoring-Marriage-Apostle-William-Dawson-ebook/dp/B07R77C3T4


AWARD WINNING
RADIO PROGRAMMERS

INDIE ARTIST
FREDDI RENE

Freddi Rene a Native of Detroit has been
surrounded by experienced gospel singers as a
child growing up in Detroit, Michigan. Freddi has
has transitioned from background singer to solo
artist. It was my personal pleasure to
experience her perform live in Vegas in March
of this year during Stellar week earlier this year
.The singer has released her second single since
I last saw her perform entitled LORD I NEED YOU
now available on all digital outlets. 
 
LORD I NEED YOU is my favorite of the two
recent release. The lyrics to LORD I NEED YOU
are personal, she does a fantastic job
demonstrating demonstrating to the listener
what ministering to the Lord sounds like.  The
message is clear, Lord I need you. 

By Humilitee ™

Daily Praise Report

ON THE AIR!

Tune-In 
 

The Morning 
Experience with Lee 

Michaels | Heaven 600
IG@heaven600

Tune-In
 

103.9 FM 
The Light | Twitter
@jerrysmith1039

 bobbyjonespresents.com

https://www.amazon.com/Lord-I-Need-You/dp/B07Z1KC1CK


BE THE TYPE OF PERSON
YOU WANT TO FIND
By Humilitee™

Struggling with low self-esteem, this is

definitely a tool to shut all of that down. 

 This book is a must-read. Don't carry

baggage into 2020 with you. Shawna will

help you dispel the lies that  traumatic

memories continue to feed your soul daily.

Her book doesn't actually preach to you...it

teaches you how to apply principles from

the Word of God as you continue to do life.

Read the entire book. You'll be better

because of it.

 

@shawna.speaks

Daily Praise Report

https://www.amazon.com/Queen-Damaged-Crown-Reclaim-throne-ebook/dp/B07GBST5WW
https://www.instagram.com/shawna.speaks/
https://www.instagram.com/shawna.speaks/


APRIL YOUNG
www.officialaprilyoung.com

A U T H O R

THE INNER CIRCLE: CHOOSING YOUR FRIENDS
WISELY
Daily Praise Report

There are several biblical examples in April's book about healthy and

unhealthy relationships and how they impact your day to day life.

April breaks it down in real terms about the some benefits of a

having good friend and the caution of getting outside advise about

your relationship with your husband. She explains why you should set

healthy boundaries as it relates to well-meaning friends and your

marriage relationship. Get the book and get some insight.

@officialaprilyoung

https://www.amazon.com/How-Be-God-Wife-Just-Good-ebook/dp/B01NAJKWLZ
https://www.amazon.com/How-Be-God-Wife-Just-Good-ebook/dp/B01NAJKWLZ
https://www.instagram.com/officialaprilyoung/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Be-God-Wife-Just-Good-ebook/dp/B01NAJKWLZ
https://www.instagram.com/officialaprilyoung/

